
Preface

Autonomous vehicles are not fiction anymore. Developments in the recent years have
transformed the dream of autonomous vehicles into reality. Vehicles are now able to
safely self-navigate themselves with little or no human intervention. This however
did not happen overnight. A modern vehicle has taken its inspiration and attributes
from technological advancements in many fields such as embedded systems, com-
puter networks, wireless and mobile communications, Internet of things and last but
not least data communications, network and computer security. The technology is
still evolving at a rapid pace and a whole array of standardization activities are going
on. The goal of this book is to bring together and explain in simple words the ideas
revolving around the emerging and fascinating field of autonomous driving.
However, the focus of the book is on the security aspects of autonomous driving
rather than the autonomous driving itself.

Autonomous driving is an amalgam of modern technological advancements
and classic automotive. With the fusion of modern technology with automotive
field, an autonomous vehicle is becoming a smartphone on wheels. It has the abil-
ity to self-navigate, drive with little or no intervention of the driver and observe the
traffic rules as good as – or sometimes even better than – the driver and that all
with safety and security considerations. Just like a smartphone, today’s vehicles are
connected to the Internet for many reasons such as user comfort, enhanced connectiv-
ity, over-the-air software updates or simply for aid in maintenance. However, connect-
ing such an autonomous vehicle to the Internet without ensuring its security would
mean giving hackers a chance to create havoc on the roads. Being connected to the
Internet means a high risk of being hackable. If hacked, the vehicles could be remotely
be turned into enemy machines, resulting in havoc on public roads and causing life-
threatening damage to not only the road participants such as passengers and pedes-
trians but also the infrastructure.

On the one hand, taking security into consideration has the potential to elimi-
nate – or at least minimize – the risks of being hacked. On the other hand, it also
enables integrating more features into vehicles such as the ability to perform finan-
cial transactions on the fly without the risk of being robbed.

The authors of the book have many years of experience in research and devel-
opment in communications, network and computer security, data communications
and embedded systems. The authors have also recently developed individual
experiences in the different fields of automotive industry where applied cryptography
and security is extensively used. This fusion of traditional IT security with applied
knowledge in automotive world and the lack of a book on the subjects covered in this
book led to the idea of writing a book on this topic.

This book starts by introducing the topic of cryptography, which lays the foun-
dation of security in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 addresses the topic of threat analysis and
risk assessment which is needed to better understand the risks associated with the
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development and integration of new technologies. With this knowledge, one is able
to prioritize possible risks and address the critical ones. Chapter 3 addresses ma-
chine learning algorithms that are important for inclusion of artificial intelligence
into autonomous vehicles. These concepts are extended in Chapter 4, where anom-
aly detection methods based on machine learning are discussed. In Chapter 5,
distributed ledger technologies are introduced which lay the foundations for ma-
chine-to-machine interactions in a secure manner. This also includes a discussion
on the blockchain technology and its alternatives. Finally, in Chapter 6, an algo-
rithm for enhanced authentication and error correction through cognitive capability
is presented. This algorithm enables authentication of data – including images and
video – in the presence of noisy transmissions which may arise due to a vehicle
capturing and transmitting images needed for various functions like those of sen-
sors, software updates, multimedia and diverse information to/from the backend
and infrastructure.
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